The Jean Monnet Chair-European Union Center of the University of Miami, cordially invite you to a guest talk:

“‘The Euro and the Dollar’

Presentation by:

María Lorca-Susino
Lecturer, University of Miami
Department of Economics

When: Thursday, April 16, 2019, 9.30am-10.45am US Eastern Standard Time
Where: University of Miami Virtual Meeting Link
https://us.bbcollab.com/guest/69ceb8ce0b754ce786f1f63cfe4ffa46

Maria Lorca-Susino (Ph.D.) is Lecturer of Economics and International Studies at the University of Miami, where she is also the Undergraduate Economics Advisor. Since 2005, she has been Associate Director, Editor, and Post Doctoral Fellow at the European Union Center. Her research can be found at www.as.miami.edu/eucenter (papers) and her book on the euro on the web site of Ashgate Publishers:
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